How and why you should niche
publish your book!
The rationale and process are explained in
the 21 free blogs listed below. All are
found at this site.

The first six blogs explain what “niche publishing” is and why
every publisher (and every expert of any stripe) should be
running to get in line before the others catch on!
So you can quickly pick the information that you most want to
know about “niche publishing,” here is a concise summary of
its benefits.
If you “niche publish” rather than publish “the regular way”
you could…
* earn far more money, much faster, with nary a nick of risk!
* you’ll never have to compete with big-house publishers,
* you’ll never have to sell through bookstores, and
* from the topic you select you could create your own very
profitable, life-long empire—with YOU the empress or emperor.
By expanding your sphere of buyers, the benefits of your book
and message will continue to multiply your appeal, which will
continue to bring you more money even faster—

“Niche publishing” (and “niche marketing”) aren’t magic. But
they bring two huge benefits that standard publishers can’t
provide.
The first is pre-testability. That means that before you write
or print a page of your book, you can pre-test it to see (1)
if that book will sell enough copies (that is, the rough
number of copies that will be bought and by whom), (2) if the
title works, and (3) if you chose the right problem to solve
or needs to be met, the right benefit(s) to promise, a
persuasive table of contents, and the right author. If the
test results yell “GO!”—go. If not, retest until you get the
right pre-test response. Or write another book, then build
your empire around that book. (The cost of the test? $500-600?
Under $1,000. If you as a niche publisher using the selfpublishing process expect to receive $100,000 gross from your
book sale; $50,000 net; and the test may cost 1-2% of returns.
If the test is no-go, that’s a 2% risk. Take that bet every
time!)
The second benefit is that your niche book can be the core
product of an empire that can triple your book income every
year, and multiply that again from spin-off or related books,
MP3s, videos, seminars, speeches, reports, consulting, and
classes that you can offer or sponsor to your eager book
buyers and their colleagues. Why? Because your book, targeted
specifically to those buyers, proves that you’re an expert in
their field, that you and your guidance can solve their
problems and fix their frustrations. Why wouldn’t they rush to
buy more good stuff from you in book #2 or through a dozen
other empire-linked ways once you have proven that what you
say or show works as promised?
So that’s where two elements linked to this blog play key
roles.

In 2008 I published a book called Niche Publishing: Publish
Profitably Every Time. See www.nichepublishing.org for full
details and the book’s table of contents. That book has sold
out in four different renditions, and the paperback issue is
still unavailable (unless Amazon is selling old copies of it
and keeping the royalties.)
Eureka! The original, last version is still alive in digital
format. It’s available for $7. We offer it, instantly
downloadable, at www.gordonburgett.com.order3.htm.
I’ve offered 100+ four-hour seminars about niche publishing
and have had the opportunity to hear every question,
challenge, and suggestion about the process. I still remain
convinced that, done as suggested, it is still the best
process (with the least risk, if any) and the fastest and
safest way for self-publishers to enter the field and reap the
rewards.
Alas, while here are many “empires,” as I call them,
prospering today, it’s more difficult to tie them directly to
the emergence of one book and one gutsy, hard-working emperor
or empress drawing their buyers to the empirical central
theme.
What I see more often is a speaker emerging from a topic field
with a new idea or process and a following drawn from
attendees at their seminars, keynote speeches, or breakout
sessions. Somewhat less obvious is the leader’s book that
serves as the central focus of the unique message the “leader”
comes to represent. But what stays as the binding tool as that
“empire” takes form is the book, and spin-offs from it, that
continue to give substance and breadth to the person and their
idea. The point: empires are usually built from a book’s
foundation.
Final points.
If niche publishing seems to fit your path of development, the

one element least discussed but most needed is likely shared
as much by you as it was by me: we can build our niche empires
faster, better, and surer if we take the time to create a
solid strategy for growth. Then focus on one message, like the
big tree, from which our modest forests will eventually grow.
Make oneself “the” core of something that others in our orb
need for their own development. Write “the” book that your
colleagues must master to create (or at least establish) their
own excellence. Focus there, spread your process and message
until its name and your become synonymous. (The topic of selfpublishing is synonymous with the name Dan Poynter. That began
with his book The Self-Publishing Manual.)
That’s where the remaining 21 blogs fit in. They answer the
questions a “niche publisher” must ask. They are trees in our
forest. Combine them with Niche Publishing: Publish Profitably
Every Time!

Where are those other 15 “magic” blogs?
Go to blog.gordonburgett.com (if you’re not reading this blog
at that site) and all 21 blogs are there waiting for you! When
a blog opens up, go to the search box in its upper right
corner. Then select and type some key words from a selected
blog title, open it with your mouse, and that chosen blog will
rather miraculously appear. Hiding the same way is where
you’ll also find the 20 more niche-related blogs.
Even if you just type “niche,” about 10 assorted niche-related
blogs will appear, and if the sought blog isn’t there,
continue downward to the end of that blog chain to where it
says “older” or “newer,” and in the subsequent lists of
“niche” blogs you will find what you are seeking…
Here are the titles of the 21 blogs that help explain “niche
publishing”:

Niche Authors and Publishers:
* Make a bundle almost risk-free by publishing niche books.
* Why niche publishing is a much better deal…
* Ten advantages to niche publishing.
* How niche authors and niche publishers share the gold.
* Niche books are very profitable. How are their authors
chosen?
* Why you may not want to niche publish.
The Niche Blog Bundle:
#1. What’s so good about niche publishing?
#2. The goals and assumptions of pre-test publishing.
#3. How do you define (or find) a profitable niche for your
book?
#5. Are you a niche writer, a niche publisher, or both?
#6. How much should you charge for your book?
#7. How much does it cost to pre-test your niche book?
#8. Get a free mailing list for your niche book pre-test.
#9. Two sample notes to pre-test a niche book.
#10. A sample flyer like those used in niche book pre-testing.
#11. A postcard to know your niche pre-test book results!
#12. It’s time to actually test your niche book!
More about Niche Pre-Testing:
* 25 key steps about pre-testing your niche book.
Niche Speaking:
* Niche Speaking: Cash in with fewer (but more devoted)
listeners.
Niche Book Marketing:
* 101 niche marketing topics.
* Can we sell two new books by using 12,200 jumbo postcards?
(Incidentally,

there

are

400+

writing-,

speaking-,

and

publishing-related blogs also lurking on this page quietly
awaiting your visitation!)
That’s it. Best wishes to you with your “niche publishing.” I
do consult in this area so if I can be of assistance, please
contact me at glburgett@aol.com.
Best wishes,
Gordon Burgett

